
  

  

    

Overview   

Train the Trainer is a comprehensive SAQA unit standard - based course that covers best  

practice standards of facilitating learning.   From  mastering the skill of understanding the  

different methods of learning to aligning your training sessions to meet those  

requirements.   Gain a practical, how - to overview of Conducting Training for groups of  

Learners.   

    

  

Duration   

5  Days (08:30  -   16:00)   

  

  

Audience Profile   

   HR   Generalists.   

   Seasoned trainers.   

   Learning and Development Practitioners.   

   Any new trainer who trains groups of people   

  

  

Pre - requisites   

Seasoned and competent in the area in which you will offer training.   

  

  

Course Accreditations   

This  course is accredited with ETDP SETA to   the following unit standards   

   SAQA ID 117871: Facilitate learning using a variety of given methodologies; NQF  

Level 5, 10 Credits   

   SAQA ID 123397: Evaluate a learning intervention using given evaluation  

instruments; NQF Level 5, 10 Credits   

T his course is accredited with ETDP Seta and each learner will have to submit a Portfolio of  

Evidence after the training, upon being deemed competent, the   learner will receive a  

Certi fi cate of Competence .   

  

  

Course Outline   

Module 1:  Plan and prepare for facilitation   

   Analyse  learners and learning needs   

   Plan to cater for the needs of stakeholders and learners   
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   Arrange resources, locations and personnel   

   Prepare the learning material   

   Select methodologies for facilitation learnin   

   Prepare for the facilitation process   

   Establish and document review criteria   

  

M odule 2: Facilitate Learning   

   Facilitate learni ng in a coherent manner   

   Ensure that the learning environment and facilitation app roach promotes open  

interaction   

   Facilitation   approach and facilitated activities    

   Ensur e that facilitation contributes to  learning experience and outcomes   

   Manage groups in lin e with facilitation principles   

   Use question ing techniques    

   Monitor   learner's progress    

  

M odule 3:  Evaluate learning and facilitation   

   Pl an and prepare for the evaluation     

   Collect and record data     

   Analyse and interpret data   

   Compile an evaluation report   

   Review the evaluation process   
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